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160+

projects
deployed
in
11 countries

CUSTOM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

Achieve more
in less time

Are you wasting valuable time on tasks that can be done by
software? Are you missing vital data to make informed decisions?
Through digital transformation you can automate and organize
your workflows which leads to and increased productivity.
We can help you by providing customer-centric digital solutions:
we take our time to better understand your business, which in turn
allows us to build software solutions that are tailored specifically
to your needs.
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63

clients

Our approach
By using agile and design thinking methods, we are able to swiftly deliver
working solutions and allow you to see measurable value right away.

Discover

Ideate

Undersanding your business

Finding solutions to the

needs and requirements

problems defined

Evolve

Implement

Prototype

Sustaining, measuring

Developing the

Designing prototypes to test

and improving your product

validated features

our initial concepts

RAPID PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

20%
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30% decrease
in man-hours

20% faster
product development

nJoy - The Hive

30%

DAI-TECH, the fast-growing company behind the nJoy consumer
electronics brand, quickly outgrew their existing software infrastructure
and needed a custom-built integrated solution. They employed us to
deliver a product lifecycle management tool, created from the ground up
to fit their particular needs.
The end result is a flexible system, which grows proportionally with the
company. Since its inception, more and more features have been added,
and at the moment it acts as a central hub where DAI-TECH collaborates
with manufacturers, suppliers, service centers and distributors around
the world.

Further Digital Solutions

THE RESULTS

CRM

Logistics

PLM (product lifecycle management)

Detailed Reporting

Sales & Forecast

Call Center

Service Center

Adorian DEMETER,
General Manager at DAI-TECH

“I couldn’t imagine how developing products would work without
The Hive. Since its introduction, development of new products is
20% faster and all our data is organized and easy to manage.”
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FROM SALES TO PRODUCTION

Steiger ERP

At its core, Steiger is a family business,
being involved in the metalworking industry for
several generations. We were contacted by them
to develop a system that would automate their
workflow and improve the reliability of
their processes.

Prior to this, Steiger was relying on multiple
software and spreadsheets to track their work,
which they soon realised was ineffective and
prone to errors. Our software helps them track
all the work done by different departments from
customer relations and sales to manufacturing.

THE RESULTS

CRM

Quality Assurance

CPQ (Configure, price & quote)

Time Tracking

Supply Chain

In-Depth Reporting

Inventory

Employee Onboarding and Training

Project Management
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75
23%

employees
using the system
decrease
in man-hours

INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Harborsz
Logistics

Harborsz is a logistics company,
whose main field of activity is the
organisation of freight transfers by
ferry, bridges or tunnels. Working
closely with their team, we developed
a system that helps them oversee
all aspects of their operation.

“For us the greatest advantage of the Harborsz Logistics software
is that it’s a complete, integrated solution. We no longer have to
carry-out our daily operations by switching between different
systems and emails. This greatly reduced the frequency of errors
and increased productivity.”

Edina BAKK,
Harborsz Logistic
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ONLINE CROSS-DONATION REGISTER

OVSZ - NKKDR

In early 2018 we had the pleasure to work with the
Hungarian National Blood Transfusion Service (OVSZ) on their
online donor registry service. The online registry replaces the current
paper-based systems and provides real-time communication
and swift data synchronization between the OVSZ and donation
centers across Hungary.
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ARTIST MANAGEMENT A TO Z

MPRO MUSIC

In 2018, MPRO MUSIC, the world's first web application
for artist management, for self-managed artists and
new-era managers was launched. It includes guides,
workflow checklists, budgeting and email and agreement
templates for all aspects of managing the career of
a music artist.
It’s an application that brings process, structure,
and transparency to the music business, and we were
excited at the chance to be part of it.
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“Further developed our MVP
quickly and within budget, which
led to the on-boarding of our beta
testing users and another round of
investment. We're very pleased to
have stayed with Further for the
second release.”

Brian DUBB,
Founder at MPRO

Further Digital Solutions

LIVE VIDEO TUITION

MENTOR.ME
In early 2016 we received the task of developing mentor.me, a live
video tuition platform which connects freelance mentors with interested
students. mentor.me allows presenters, called mentors, to reach out and
connect with prospective students, and give lectures in various fields,
like business or life coaching.
We jumped at the chance to work on a different type of project and
to play around with cutting-edge technologies.
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